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Abstract
Let R be a complete discrete valuation Fq-algebra with fraction ﬁeld K and perfect
residue ﬁeld k: For an irreducible smooth afﬁne curve C; with ﬁeld of constants Fq;
let M denote a t-sheaf over CK ; endowed with a characteristic morphism
i : SpecK-C: Given a Tate module TcðMÞ with trivial action of the inertia group
IK ; we construct a good modelM for M over CR: This yields an analog for t-sheaves
of the classical Ne´ron–Ogg–Shafarevicˇ theorem on good reduction of abelian
varieties.
We can actually extend this result to a criterion for nondegenerate and semistable
reduction. As an application, we show how the local L-factor of a t-sheaf at a place
of bad reduction is related to the action of Frobenius on the associated Galois
representations. Finally, we discuss the implications of these results to Drinfeld
modules and their associated t-motives.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Models for t-sheaves
For a ﬁnite ﬁeld Fq with q elements, let R be a complete discrete valuation
Fq-algebra with a perfect residue ﬁeld k: Let us denote the fraction ﬁeld of R
by K ; a uniformizer by p and the valuation by v: Let x be the closed point of
Spec R and GK (resp. IK ) the absolute Galois group of K (resp. its inertia
subgroup).
Consider an irreducible smooth afﬁne curve C with ﬁeld of constants Fq;
and let A be its ring of global regular functions. For X equal to K or R; let CX
denote the scheme C  SpecX : Further, we ﬁx a morphism i : Spec K-C: If
i can be extended to a morphism SpecR-C; then we say that the valuation
of K is ﬁnite, and we denote the closed point iðxÞ of C by cx:
Denote by jAEndðX Þ the Frobenius morphism deﬁned by the homo-
morphism
X-X : x/xq:
We endow the scheme CX with the endomorphism s :¼ id  j: Let OCX
denote the structure sheaf of the scheme CX :
We recall (cf. [Ga1] Section 1) that we deﬁne a t-sheaf ðM; tÞ (for short:
M) of rank rX1; defined on CK (resp. CR), as a locally free OCK -module (resp.
OCR -module) of ﬁnite rank r; endowed with an injective morphism
t : snM-M:
A t-sheaf M on CK is said to have characteristic i if the cokernel of t is
supported on the point GðiÞ of CK which is deﬁned as the graph of i:
A model M on CR of a t-sheaf M on CK is a t-sheaf on CR which extends
M ; i.e. such that M is the generic ﬁbre ofM: In [Ga1] Proposition 2.13, we
proved that there exists a maximal model Mmax of M on CR; unique up to
unique isomorphism, which contains all other models. Consider the
reduction %M of M on the special ﬁbre Ck of CR; a locally free coherent
sheaf endowed with the induced homomorphism t : sn %M- %M: The t-sheaf
M is called good if %M is a t-sheaf (i.e. t is injective) and nondegenerate if %M
contains a nonzero t-sheaf. The maximal rank of such a t-sheaf is called the
nondegenerate rank of M and %M:
Let c be a closed point of C: We denote by Ac the completion with respect
to the c-adic topology of the local ring of regular functions on C at c: For
every c; one can associate to M in a covariant functorial way a free Ac-module
HcðMÞ; endowed with a continuous action by the absolute Galois group GK of
K (see Section 2). This module is the dual of the Tate module TcðMÞ:
HcðMÞ :¼ HomAcðTcðMÞ;AcÞ:
If M has rank r; then the Ac-rank of HcðMÞ is r for all closed points c of
C\fcxg:
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Related to Drinfeld’s shtuka’s, t-sheaves (also refered to as j-sheaves) are
considered basic objects in the arithmetic of function ﬁelds, and this paper is
written from that perspective. The reader that is more familiar with Drinfeld
modules (and their generalizations, Anderson’s abelian t-modules) might
want to skip ahead to Section 8, where we recall how t-sheaves are naturally
related to them, and, at the same time, illustrate the usefulness of taking the
t-sheaf approach.
1.2. Galois criterion
In this paper, we establish an analog of the Ne´ron–Ogg–Shafarevicˇ
criterion for good reduction of abelian varieties (cf. [BLR] 7.4, Theorem 5)
for t-sheaves on CK :
Theorem 1.1 (Galois criterion for good reduction). Let M be a t-sheaf on
CK with characteristic i: Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a good model M for M on CR:
(ii) For all closed points c of C\fcxg; the Tate module TcðMÞ (or its dual
Ac½GK -module HcðMÞ) is unramified.
(iii) There exists a closed point c of C\fcxg such that the Tate module
TcðMÞ (or its dual Ac½GK -module HcðMÞ) is unramified.
We will actually obtain the following stronger result:
Theorem 1.2 (Galois criterion for nondegenerate reduction). Let M be a t-
sheaf on CK of rank r with characteristic i: Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) There exists a model M for M on CR with nondegenerate rank at least
r0:
(ii) For all but a finite number of closed points c of C; the Ac½GK -module
HcðMÞ contains an unramified submodule H which is free over Ac of
rank at least r0:
(iii) There exists a closed point c of C such that the Ac½GK -module HcðMÞ
has Ac-rank r and contains an unramified submodule H which is free
over Ac of rank at least r
0:
The proof of these theorems will take up Sections 2–5. As we remark in
Section 6, there exists a version of Theorem 1.2 for analytic t-sheaves which
yields a Galois criterion for the semistability of the t-sheaf.
In Section 7, we show how, as a consequence of Theorem 1.2, for a given
t-sheaf M ; the local factor at x of the L-function of M ; deﬁned via the
action of Frobenius on the associated Galois modules HcðMÞ; can be proved
to have coefﬁcients in A and to be independent of the closed point c; for
almost all closed points c of C:
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In the last section, Section 8, we explain the connections between the
reduction theories for Drinfeld modules and Anderson t-modules and their
associated t-motives.
2. c-Adic s-sheaves and Galois representations
2.1. Reformulation of Theorem 1.2
First, we want to reformulate the above statements in terms of c-adic t-
sheaves. Letting X denote either K or R; we let CˆX ;c be the formal
completion of the scheme CX along fcg  Spec X and OCˆX ;c its structure
ring. The Frobenius morphism ’j on X induces the endomorphism s :¼
id  j on CˆX ;c: A t-sheaf Mˆc on CˆX ;c (also called an c-adic t-sheaf) is called
smooth if t acts as an isomorphism on Mˆc:
Let Mˆc be a smooth t-sheaf on CˆK ;c and #Mc a model for Mˆc over CˆR;c:
We say that #Mc has nondegenerate rank rX1 if its reduction %Mc to Cˆk;c
contains a t-sheaf of rank r: Equivalently, this means that #Mc contains a
smooth t-sheaf #M
0
c on CˆR;c of rank r:
As explained in [TW] Section 6, there exists a covariant functor Hc from
the category of c-adic t-sheaves on CˆX ;c to the category of free Ac-modules
endowed with a continuous action by p1ðSpec X Þ: to a t-sheaf Mˆc; one
associates the scheme of Ac-modules deﬁned by
HcðMˆcÞðX 0Þ ¼ ðMˆc ##OCX ;cOCX 0 ;c Þ
t¼1 ð1Þ
for every X -scheme X 0:
Following Drinfeld (cf. [TW] Proposition 6.2), the functor Hc deﬁnes an
equivalence between the category of smooth c-adic t-sheaves of rank r on
CˆX ;c and the category of X -schemes of free Ac-modules of rank r with
continuous action. As a consequence, a smooth c-adic t-sheaf Nˆc on CˆK ;c
extends to a smooth model CˆR;c if and only the Ac½GK -module HcðNˆcÞ of
rank r is unramiﬁed.
For a t-sheaf M on CK ; the module HcðMÞ is deﬁned as
HcðMˆcÞðSpec KsepÞ; where Mˆc is the completion of M along fcg  Spec K :
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can now be put into different words as follows:
Theorem 2.1 (Main theorem). Let M be a t-sheaf on CK with characteristic i
and c a closed point of C such that Mˆc is smooth. If Mˆc extends to a t-sheaf
#M
0
c on CˆR;c of nondegenerate rank r; then there exists a model M for M on
CR whose nondegenerate rank is at least r:
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will take up to Section 5.
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Proof of ‘‘Theorem 2.1 ) Theorems 1.1 and 1.2’’. Both for Theorems 1.1
and 1.2, the implications (i)) (ii) are well known: cf. [Ga1] Proposition 5.1,
resp. Proposition 5.9. As (ii)) (iii) is completely trivial, we are left to prove
the implication (iii) ) (i) of Theorem 1.2 (the case of good reduction
Theorem 1.1 is dealt with by taking r0 to be the rank of M in Theorem 1.2).
Let M be a t-sheaf on CK of rank r with characteristic i and c a closed
point of C\fcxg: Suppose that HcðMÞ contains an unramiﬁed submodule H
which is free over Ac of rank at least r
0: By the above, this means that Mˆc
contains a sub-t-sheaf Nˆc that extends to a smooth c-adic t-sheaf #Nc on
CˆR;c of rank at least r
0: Obviously, we can extend #Nc to a model #M
0
c for Mˆc
with nondegenerate rank at least r0: By Theorem 2.1, this implies that there
exists a model M for M on CR of nondegenerate rank at least r
0: &
2.2. Sketch of the proof of the main theorem
2.2.1. Settings
We want to give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.1, where, as a ﬁrst
approach, we assume that C ¼ A1; that c is a closed point of degree 1 of A1
and that #M
0
c is smooth. In Section 5, we will show how to deal with the
general case.
Let t denote a generator for the maximal ideal in A deﬁning the point c:
Let $ be the generic point of the special ﬁbre Ck:We can make the following
identiﬁcations:
H0ðCK ;OCK ÞDK ½t;
H0ðCR;OCR;$ ÞDO$ :¼ R½tðpÞ;
H0ðCˆK ;c;OCˆK ;c ÞDK ½½t;
H0ðCˆR;c;OCˆR;cÞDR½½t: ð2Þ
Let M be a t-sheaf on A1K with characteristic i; and let us denote the K ½t-
module of its global sections by M as well. We suppose the t-module Mˆc
over K ½½t extends to a smooth t-module #M
0
c over R½½t: The naive idea is to
construct a good model M for M by putting
M :¼ M- #M0cCMˆc:
2.2.2. Notations
We call a monic polynomial
hðtÞ ¼ td þ
Xd1
i¼0
hnt
nAR½t
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strict if vðhnÞ > 0 for all n: Every nonzero element gAR½½t has a unique
decomposition
g ¼ u  png  *g
such that uAR½½t; ngX0 and where *g is a strict monic polynomial
in R½t (Weierstra preparation for R½½t). We have a valuation vp on R½½t
given by vpðgÞ :¼ ng; and extend this valuation to the quotient ﬁeld Q of
R½½t:
We consider the discrete valuation subring
B :¼ fgAQ; vpðgÞX0gCQ:
Its residue ﬁeld is isomorphic to kððtÞÞ: Finally, we set O$ :¼ R½tðpÞ: By the
unique factorization in R½½t; we have
O$ ¼ KðtÞ-BCQ:
To keep track of all these rings, the following diagram might be useful; we
have inclusions from left to right and from top to bottom.
We extend the Frobenius j on R to a Fq-linear endomorphism s :¼ j#id
on R½t ¼ R#Fq½t: This induces in a unique way endomorphisms on all of
the aforementioned rings.
2.2.3. Sketch
We proceed as follows:
(i) The module #M
0
c; an R½½t-submodule of #Mc is actually contained in
ðK#RR½½tÞ#K ½tMCMˆc
(Proposition 3.1). In other words, with respect to a basis for Mˆc
contained in M; the coordinates of elements of #M
0
c have bounded
denominator.
(ii) Denoting the stalk of M at the generic point of CK by V ; the O$ -
module
M$ :¼ V-ðB  #M
0
cÞCQ :¼ Q#KðtÞV
is free and is of full rank inside V (Lemma 4.1).
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(iii) Using the fact that #M
0
c is smooth, we show that M$ is a good t-
module over O$ (Proposition 4.3).
(iv) The sheaf M together with M$ deﬁne in a unique way (cf. [Ga1]
Corollary 2.9) a good model M over CR:
3. Models of c-adic s-sheaves
Proposition 3.1. Let M be t-sheaf on A1K with characteristic i such that Mˆc is
smooth at the closed point c of degree 1 of C: Suppose the t-sheaf #M
0
c over
CˆR;c is an extension of Mˆc: Then the module #M
0
c is contained in
ðK#RR½½tÞ#K½tMCMˆc:
Proof. (a) We want to apply a result of Anderson ([An2] Theorem 1). Let m
be a K ½t-basis for M : As a locally free R½½t-module, #M
0
c is actually free; let
q be an R½½t-basis for #NcCMˆc: We express q in terms of the K ½½t-basis m
for Mˆc by means of a matrix CAMatrrðK ½½tÞ:
q ¼ m C:
We have to show that CAMatrrðK#R½½tÞ:
Further, we denote by DAMatrrðK ½tÞ and #DAMatrrðR½½tÞ the matrix
representations of t on the modules M and #M
0
c; respectively, i.e. tðmÞ ¼
m  D and tðqÞ ¼ q  #D: These representations are related to each other by the
equation
D s C ¼ C  #D: ð3Þ
(b) Let y be given as the image of t under the map in : ADFq½t-K : t/y
deﬁning i: As M has characteristic i; we have detD ¼ h  ðt  yÞd for some
constant hAK and a positive integer d: The t-sheaf Mˆc being smooth, we
must have ya0: Let *D be the modiﬁed adjoint matrix in Matrr satisfying
*D  D ¼ ðt  yÞd :
Upon multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by *D; we get:
ðt  yÞd s C ¼ *D C  #D:
(c) The equation sz ¼ ðt  yÞ  z has a nonzero solution cAK sep½½t; as one
checks immediately (it is a nonzero element of the Tate module of the
Carlitz module, cf. [Go1] Chapter 3). The matrix C0 :¼ cd C then satisﬁes
the equation
sZ ¼ *D  Z  #D ð4Þ
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for ZAMatrrð %K½½tÞ: We claim that every solution Z for this equation is
contained in MatrrðK# %R½½tÞ: Let us write out Z :¼
PN
i¼1 Zit
i; introdu-
cing matrices Zi ¼ ðZiÞklAMatrrð %KÞ: For all iX0; we set
vðZiÞ :¼ min
k;l
fvððZiÞklÞgAZ,fþNg:
For *D ¼ ð *Dk;lÞkl ; considered as a matrix in MatrrðK#R½½tÞ; we put
vð *DÞ :¼ min
k;l
fvð *DklÞg;
we do the same for #D:
Comparing the coefﬁcients of tn in Eq. (4), we get
sZn ¼
X
iþjþk¼n
*Di  Zj  #Dk:
Thus, we see that
q  vðZnÞXvð *DÞ þ vð #DÞ þmin
jpn
vðZjÞ;
and it follows by induction on n that
ðq  1ÞvðZnÞXvð *DÞ þ vð #DÞ:
This shows that C0AMatrrðK# %R½½tÞ indeed.
(d) We now distinguish two cases:
(i) vðyÞp0 : Putting z :¼ y1AR; we rewrite ðt  yÞ as
z1  ð1 z  tÞ:
The power series c1A %K½½t satisﬁes the equation
z ¼ z1ð1 z  tÞ  sz:
An easy calculation shows that the solutions for this equations are
contained in K# %R½½t: Therefore, the matrix
C ¼ cd C0
is a matrix with coefﬁcients in K# %R½½t; and, as it was deﬁned over
K ½½t; we may conclude that
CAMatrrðK#R½½tÞ:
(ii) vðyÞ > 0 : We are now in the situation of [An2] Theorem 1, p. 52.
Consider the matrix C ¼ cdC0; seen as a matrix whose entries are
meromorphic functions the open unit disk
D0%K :¼ ftA %K; vðtÞo1g
(viewed as a rigid analytic space). Following Anderson, one ﬁrst
proves that C has no poles (working over the completion C of %K; to
be more precise). Next, using the fact that C0 has entries in K# %R½½t
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and some estimates on c; one deduces that C has entries in K#R½½t
indeed. &
4. Nondegenerate formal s-modules
Let V be an r-dimensional KðtÞ-vector space and put
Q :¼ Q#KðtÞV :
For a given free B-submodule B of Q of rank r; we deﬁne the O$ -module
M$ :¼ V-B:
Lemma 4.1. Using the above assumptions, the O$ -module M$ :¼ V-B is
free of rank r and the cokernel of B M$-B has finite length as a B-module.
Proof. Let us choose a KðtÞ-basis v :¼ ðv1;y; vrÞ for V :We also ﬁx a B-basis
b :¼ ðb1;y; brÞ for the free module B and express v in terms of b by means
of a matrix OAMatrrðQÞ as follows: v ¼ b  O: After dividing v by a suitable
power of p; we can assume that O has coefﬁcients in B; so that the elements
vi are contained in M$ :
There exists an oAZ such that po  O1 has entries in B: Let us write any
element nAM$ ; as n ¼ b  L with LAMatr1ðBÞ: It then follows that
pon ¼ pob  L ¼ v  ðpoO1Þ  LCv Matr1ðBÞ: ð5Þ
This shows that poM$ is contained in the O$ -module generated by v: As O$
is a noetherian principal ideal domain, the torsion free module M$ is
therefore ﬁnitely generated and hence free of rank r: This implies that the
cokernel of
B M$-B
is a torsion module. &
Remark 4.2. The following example shows that B M$ may be strictly
smaller than B: Let a be an element in B with reduction %aAkððtÞÞ: Consider
the two-dimensional KðtÞ-vector space spanned by a basis v ¼ ðv1; v2Þ; and
the B-module BCQ generated by b ¼ ðnˆ1; nˆ2Þ such that
v ¼ b 
1 p1a
0 p1
 !
:
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It is easy to see that, if %ae kðtÞ; then V-B is generated by v; such that we
have an exact sequence of B-modules
0-B M$-B-B=ðpÞ-0:
Using the above assumptions, let us further suppose that V is a t-module
over KðtÞ and that B is a t-invariant submodule of Q:
Proposition 4.3. The t-modules B over B and M$ over O$ have the same
nondegenerate rank.
Proof. (a) By the previous lemma, M$ has the same rank as B: Let %M
0
$
denote the reduction of M$ : As k is perfect, we have an exact sequence of
kðtÞ½t-modules as follows (cf. [Ga1] Remark 2.6):
0-ð %M0$ Þ1- %M
0
$-ð %M
0
$ Þnil-0;
where ð %M0$ Þ1 is a t-module (whose rank we will denote by r
0), whereas the
action of t on ð %M0$ Þnil is nilpotent. We choose a kðtÞ-basis ð %n1;y; %nr0 Þ (resp.
ð %nr0þ1;y; %nrÞ) for ð %M
0
$ Þ1 (resp. ð %M
0
$ Þnil). Finally, we ﬁx a lift
n :¼ ðn1;y; nr0 ; nr0þ1;y; nrÞ
for ð %n1;y; %nrÞ inM$ ; which yields an O$ -basis forM$ ; and, for every s > 0;
we denote by DsAMatrrðO$ Þ the matrix representation of t relatively to the
basis n; i.e. tsðnÞ ¼ n  Ds:
(b) We have a similar ﬁltration of the kððtÞÞ½t-module %B yielding modules
%B1 and %Bnil: Note that ð %M
0
$ Þ1 injects into %B1 (same argument as in Lemma
8.3), which yields that r0pr:
We now assume that r0or; where r is the nondegenerate rank of B; and
want to deduce a contradiction. Let us extend ð %n1;y; %nr0 Þ to a kððtÞÞ-basis
%b1 :¼ ð %n1;y; %nr0 ; %br0þ1;y; %brÞ
for %B1: For all s > 0; let ð %D1ÞsAGLrðkððtÞÞÞ denote the matrix representation
the action of ts on %B1 with respect to this basis %b1: tsð%b1Þ ¼ %b1  ð %D1Þs:
(c) On the other hand, we choose a kððtÞÞ-basis ð %brþ1;y; %brÞ for %Bnil:
Taking some lift ðbr0þ1;ybrÞ of ð %br0þ1;y %brÞ to B; we obtain a B-basis
b ¼ ðn1;y; nr0 ; br0þ1;y; br; brþ1;ybrÞ
for B: We denote the B-module spanned by the elements n1;y; nr0 by B0;
and further put B% :¼ /br0þ1;y; brS and B2 :¼ /brþ1;ybrS:
Notice that a different choice of the elements ð %br0þ1;y; %br; %brþ1;y; %brÞ or
their respective lifts would correspond to a basis transformation b0 :¼ b  U
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for a matrix in
where the blocks correspond to the composition B ¼ B1"B2"B3:
(d) We express n in terms of b by means of a matrix
OAGLrðQÞ-MatrrðBÞ
as follows: n ¼ b  O: The matrix O is then of the form
Note that taking a different choice of b amounts to replacing O by U  O;
for some UAU: We can ﬁnd a basis b such that O (and more precisely its
r0 þ 1st column) is of the form:
where XAMatr01ðBÞ; cX0 and
WApc MatðrrÞ1ðBÞ:
The blocks correspond to the decomposition B ¼ B0"B%;1"B%;2"B2;
where we put B%;1 :¼ /br0þ1S and B%;2 :¼ /br0þ1;y; brS; we consider an
analogous decomposition for M$ :
(e) For any integer s; we will denote by #DsAMatrrðBÞ the matrix
representing ts with respect to b : tsðbÞ ¼ b  #Ds: Observe that the
representations #Ds and Ds satisfy the following relation:
#Ds  s
s
O ¼ O  Ds: ð6Þ
We distinguish two cases:
(1) Suppose c > 0: For s > 0; let us write #Ds as a block matrix of matrices
ðd j d0 j d00 j d000Þ with respect to the decomposition of B; we do the same for
Ds ¼ ðd j d 0 j d 00 j d 000Þ: Eq. (6) can then be rewritten as
ð7Þ
We thus obtain the equations
d ¼ Od;
ds
s
Z þ pq
scðd0 þ d000s
s
W Þ ¼ Od 0:
(
ð8Þ
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Assume that s is large enough so that vpðdetOÞoqsc; which implies that
pq
sc  O1Ap MatrrðBÞ:
It then follows from (8) that
d s
s
Z þ ðpq
sc  O1Þðd0 þ d000s
s
W Þ ¼ d 0: ð9Þ
We denote by %dAMatrr0 ðkðtÞÞ the reduction of d modulo p; similarly, we
deﬁne %d
0
: Also, we consider the reductions
%dAMatrr0 ðkððtÞÞÞ
and %ZAMatr1 ðkððtÞÞÞ of d and Z; respectively. Reducing mod p; Eq. (9)
gives
%d s
s
%X ¼ %d
0
: ð10Þ
As %d has full rank r0; we deduce from %d ¼ %O  %d that %d has full rank r0; too.
Therefore, the solution %Z of (10) is unique, namely %Z; and must therefore be
algebraic, i.e.
%ZAMatr1 ðkðtÞÞ;
as %d and %d
0
have entries in kðtÞ as well. Finally, let us take the canonical lift
Z0 of %Z to O$ and put Z ¼ Z0 þ pZ1; for Z1AMatr01ðBÞ: The element
is contained both in V and in B; but not contained inM$ ; which obviously
contradicts the deﬁnition of M$ :
(2) If c ¼ 0; then we see, denoting by %O the reduction of O modulo p; that
the upper left ðr0 þ 1Þ  ðr0 þ 1Þ-block of %O has full rank r0 þ 1: Also, the
upper left r r block of %Ds; namely ð %D1Þs has full rank r: We see from this
that the matrix
%Ds  s
s
%O ¼ %O  %Ds
has rank at least r0 þ 1; for all s > 0: In particular, the nondegenerate rank of
Ds is at least r0 þ 1; which gives a contradiction. &
5. Proof of the main theorem
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) First of all, we can reduce ourselves to the case
that C ¼ A1: Indeed, for a general curve C; we consider a ﬁnite morphism
f : C-A1;
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and denote the induced morphism CK-A
1
K (resp. CR-A
1
R) again by f : If
M% is the maximal model for f
*
ðMÞ on A1R andM the maximal model for
M on CR; then f * ðMÞ ¼M
%:
Let c be a closed point of C: If #M
0
c has nondegenerate rank r on CˆR;c;
then f
*
ð #M
0
cÞ has nondegenerate rank at least deg f  r: Assuming that the
theorem holds for A1; we then obtain a model with nondegenerate rank at
least deg f  r: The maximal modelM% has at least the same nondegenerate
rank. This in turn implies that M has nondegenerate rank at least r:
(b) Next, we show that it sufﬁces to prove the result over a ﬁnite e´tale
extension R0 of R: We can assume that R0=R is a Galois. Let $ 0 denote the
generic point of the special ﬁbre of CR0 and #O$ 0 the completion of OCR0 ;$ 0
with respect to its maximal ideal.
Suppose that #M
0
c has nondegenerate rank r on CˆR;c: By assumption, the
maximal modelM0 on CR0 of MK 0 :¼ M#K K 0 has nondegenerate rank r0 at
least r: Let #M
0
$ 0 be the completion of the stalk ofM
0 at $ 0: In [Ga1] Proof of
Proposition 4.6, we calculated how this nondegenerate reduction can be
lifted to a maximal good sub-t-module #M
0
1 of
#M
0
$ 0 of rank r
0 over #O$ 0 : As
#M
0
1 is maximal, it is Galois invariant.
By Galois descent, the sheaf #M
0
1 descends to a sheaf
#M1 on #O$ and the
morphism
t : sn #M
0
1-
#M
0
1
yields a morphism t : sn #M1- #M1: As properties of modules and morphisms
descend as well, we obtain that this morphism t is an isomorphism on #M1
(in particular, #M1 a t-module over #O$ ). This shows that the nondegenerate
rank of the maximal model M of M on CR is at least r
0:
(c) We now assume that C ¼ A1: Let c be a closed point of A1 of degree s;
with residue ﬁeld kc: By (b), we may assume the ﬁnite ﬁeld kc injects into R:
Let
fc01; c
0
2;y; c
0
sg
be the set of closed points of lying above c on A1kc : Let Cˆkc;c0i denote the
completion of A1kc at c
0
i; and put
A0c0i
:¼ O
Cˆkc ;c
0
i
:
As C is smooth, we have A0c0i
Dkc½½li; where li denotes a uniformizer at
the point c0i: The ring R ##kcA
0
c0i
is then isomorphic to R½½li: Finally
O
CˆR;c
¼ R ##FqAcD
Y
i
R ##kcA
0
c0i
¼
Y
i
R½½li:
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Similarly,
O
CˆK ;c
D
Y
i
K ½½li:
The endomorphism s of O
CˆR;c
induces morphisms s : R½½li-R½½lj for all
pairs ði; jÞ such that sci ¼ cj :
Any O
CˆR;c
-module #M
0
c can be written as a product
#M
0
c ¼
Q
i
#Ni; where
the #Ni are R½½li-modules. If #M
0
c is endowed with a s-linear endomorphism
t : sn #M
0
c-
#M
0
c
then t will induce morphisms
t : sn #Ni- #Nj
if ði; jÞ satisﬁes sci ¼ cj (the same applies to OCˆK ;c-modules). Each of the
modules Ni is ts-invariant.
(d) Let M and #M
0
c be as in the statement of this theorem. Let us denote
the stalk of M at the generic point of A1K by V : Let Qi;Bi etc. denote the
subrings of K ½½li which we deﬁned for K ½½t in Section 2.
We consider M as a ts-sheaf over A1K ¼ A
1
kc#kcSpec K : Now, upon
replacing j by js; and t by ts; we can apply Proposition 3.1 to the module
#NiCMˆi to obtain that
#NiCðK#R½½liÞ#K ½li M :
We remark that O$ ¼ OCR;$ ; and deﬁne the O$ -modules
ðM$ Þi :¼ V-ðBi  #NiÞCðQiÞl#KðliÞV :
Again replacing t by ts; we then deduce from Proposition 4.3 that the ðM$ Þi
have the same nondegenerate rank as #M
0
c: Finally, the OCR;$ -module
M$ :¼
X
i
ðM$ Þi
is t-invariant and nondegenerate of rank r: The stalk M$ at $; together
with the generic ﬁbre M; deﬁne a unique model M on CR with the desired
property, by [Ga1] Corollary 2.9. &
6. Analytic semistability
Consider a t-sheaf M˜ on the curve C Fq Spec K ; viewed as a
rigid analytic space and denoted by C˜K : We also ﬁx an R-model
C˜R for C˜K : a formal scheme which is admissible in the sense of
[BL] (i.e. its structural sheaf consists of entire functions) and which has
generic ﬁbre C˜K : It is now merely a formal matter (along the lines of the
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techniques in [Ga1] Section 3) to reformulate and prove Theorem 1.2 for
such analytic t-sheaves.
In [Ga1] Deﬁnition 4.4, we called M˜ semistable over K if there exists
* a nonempty open subscheme C0CC and
* a ﬁltration
0 ¼ N˜0CN˜1C?CN˜n ¼ M˜jC˜0
K
ð11Þ
of M˜jC˜0
K
by analytic t-sheaves on C˜0K which are saturated in M˜jC˜0
K
; i.e.
whose quotient sheaves M˜jC˜0
K
=N˜i are locally free, such that the
subquotient t-sheaves M˜i :¼ N˜i=N˜i1 possess good models over C˜0R:
Assume that the residue ﬁeld k of R is algebraic over Fq: In [Ga1]
Theorem 4.11, we proved that then every analytic t-sheaf is semistable over
some ﬁnite extension K 0 of K : One now immediately obtains the following
result as a corollary from Theorem 1.2:
Corollary 6.1 (Galois criterion for semistability). Assume that the residue
field k of R is algebraic over Fq: Let M˜ be an analytic t-sheaf on CK of rank r
with characteristic i: Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) The analytic t-sheaf is semistable over K :
(ii) For all but a finite number of closed points c of C; the action of the
inertia group IK of K on the Ac½GK -module HcðM˜Þ is unipotent.
(iii) There exists a closed point c of C such that the Ac½GK -module HcðM˜Þ
has Ac-rank r and such that the action of IK on HcðM˜Þ is unipotent.
Proof. The implication (i) ) (ii) is well known (cf. [Ga1] Theorem 5.2), and
(ii) ) (iii) is trivial. For the proof (iii) ) (i) we can refer to that of [Ga1]
Theorem 4.11. It sufﬁces to remark, that by Theorem 1.2, the unipotency of
the action of inertia implies that for each quotient of M˜ there exists a
nondegenerate model over C0K : &
7. Local factors of L-functions
We now show how, for a given t-sheaf M; the local L-factor, deﬁned via
the action of Frobenius on its Galois module HcðMÞ; can be deﬁned in terms
of the reduced t-sheaf %M and that, as a consequence, this factor has
coefﬁcients in A and is independent of the closed point c; for almost all
closed points c of C:
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Let R be a complete discrete valuation Fq-algebra with fraction ﬁeld K
and ﬁnite residue ﬁeld k: Let
dx :¼ ½k : Fq
denote the degree of the closed point x of R: Let M be a t-sheaf over CK ;M
its maximal model over CR and %M the reduction ofM at x: As k is perfect,
we have an exact sequence of sheaves on Ck with an action of t as follows
(cf. [Ga1] Remark 2.6):
0- %M1- %M- %Mnil-0; ð12Þ
where %M1 is a t-sheaf on Ck (maximal amongst all t-sheaves contained in
%M) whose rank we will denote by r0; whereas the action of t on %Mnil is
nilpotent.
For a closed point c of C\fcxg; let
HcðMÞ
IK
be the Ac-module of invariants of HcðMÞ under the action of IK ; it is a GK -
invariant direct summand of HcðMÞ: The action of GkDGK=IK on HcðMÞ
IK
is well-deﬁned; thus there is also a well-deﬁned action of its canonical
generator Frobx; which acts as jdx on k; and of its inverse, the geometric
Frobenius.
In close analogy with the theory of L-functions associated with schemes
of ﬁnite type over Z (cf. [Go2] Section 2), one deﬁnes the local L-factor for
HcðMÞ at x as follows:
Deﬁnition 7.1 (Goss). The local L-factor for HcðMÞ at x is deﬁned by
LxðHcðMÞ; ZÞ
1 :¼ det
Ac
ð1 Zdx  Frob1x j HcðMÞ
IK ÞAAc½Z:
Following [Bo¨] Deﬁnition 1.40, we can also local L-factor to the reduction
%M of a t-sheafM on CRx : In fact, the following Deﬁnition 7.2 makes sense for
every coherent sheafM on CRx endowed with a morphism t : s
nM-M; and
we should note that it is this weaker deﬁnition of a t-sheaf that is used in [Bo¨]:
Deﬁnition 7.2 (Bo¨ckle). We deﬁne the local L-factor for M at x by
LxðM; ZÞ
1 ¼ det
A
ð1 Z  t j H0ðCk; %MÞÞAA½Z;
which, as was remarked in [Bo¨] Remark 1.41, also equals
det
A#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j H0ðCk; %MÞÞ:
Theorem 7.3. Let M be a t-sheaf over CK : For all but a finite number of
closed points c of C; we have
LxðM; ZÞ ¼ LxðHcðMÞ; ZÞ:
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In particular, the polynomial LxðHcðMÞ; ZÞ
1 has coefficients in A and is
independent of c for all but a finite number of c:
Proof. (a) By a weak version of the analytic lifting theorem (cf. [Ga1]
Remark. 4.9), we can lift %M1 to a saturated c-adic sub-t-sheaf
ð #McÞ1C #Mc
on Cˆ0R;c of rank r
0; for all the closed points c of a nonempty open subscheme
C0 of C:
Clearly, the reduction ð #McÞ1 of ð #McÞ1 satisﬁes
ð #McÞ1 ¼ OCˆk;c#OCk ð
%MÞ1:
Therefore, the c-adic t-sheaf ð #McÞ1 is smooth outside a ﬁnite set S
0 of closed
points of C0: We deduce for all closed points cAC00 :¼ C\S0:
LxðM; ZÞ
1 ¼ det
A#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j %MÞ ¼ det
A#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j ð %MÞ1Þ
¼ det
Ac#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j O
Cˆk;c
#OCk ð
%MÞ1Þ
¼ det
Ac #k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j ð #McÞ1Þ
(b) Let r be the rank of HcðMÞ
IK : By the equivalence discussed in Section
2, we deduce the existence of a maximal smooth c-adic t-sheaf #Nc of #Mc on
CˆR;c of rank r: Let %Nc denote the reduction of #Nc to Cˆk;c and T the linear
endomorphism tdx of %Nc on Cˆk;c:
By the deﬁnition of Hc (cf. (1)), tdx operates as the identity on HcðMÞ
IK ¼
Hcð %NcÞð %kÞ; and thus we can decompose the identity morphism on HcðMÞ as
T3Frobx: Therefore, Frob
1
x acts as T on HcðMÞ; and we obtain
det
Ac
ð1 Zdx  Frob1x j HcðMÞ
IK Þ ¼ det
Ac#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j %NcÞ:
We want to show that Nc ¼ ð #McÞ1: As the module #Nc is the maximal
smooth sub-t-sheaf of #Mc on CˆR;c; we have
ð #McÞ1C #Nc:
By Theorem 2.1, the nondegenerate rank of #Nc is at most r
0; which shows
that
#Nc ¼ ð #McÞ1
as both are saturated smooth c-adic sub-t-sheaves on CˆR;c of rank r0 of #Mc:
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Finally, we can deduce that, for all closed points cAC00;
LxðHcðMÞ; ZÞ
1 :¼ det
Ac
ð1 Zdx  Frob1x j HcðMÞ
IK Þ
¼ det
Ac#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j %NcÞ
¼ det
Ac#k
ð1 Zdx  tdx j ð #McÞ1Þ
¼LxðM; ZÞ
1: & ð13Þ
8. Reduction of Drinfeld modules
8.1. Drinfeld modules and t-motives
Let us recall how Drinfeld modules and t-motives are related to each
other (cf. [La] Appendix A). Let C be an irreducible smooth projective curve
minus one closed point, and A its ring of global regular functions. For an Fq-
ﬁeld K ; we consider a Drinfeld A-module
f : A-EndFqðGa;K Þ
whose characteristic homomorphism is the homomorphism in : A-K
induced by i: The K-vector space
MðfÞ :¼ HomFq ðGa;K ;Ga;K Þ
is endowed with the structure of an A#K-module via
ða#cÞ  m :¼ cm 3 a;
for all mAMðfÞ; cAK and aAA: Drinfeld proved that MðfÞ is a pro-
jective A#K-module, whose rank equals the rank of f as a Drinfeld
module.
The endomorphism tAEndðGa;K Þ acting on MðfÞ via t  m :¼ t 3m
commutes with A and acts as Frobenius on K : We can now view MðfÞ as
a locally free coherent sheaf over CK ; called the t-motive associated to f; and
the injective morphism t : snMðfÞ-MðfÞ endows MðfÞ with the structure
of a t-sheaf on CK with characteristic i: The category of Drinfeld modules
and that of the associated t-motives are antiequivalent. Also, for every
maximal ideal c of A (or the associated closed point of C) different from the
characteristic ideal ker in; the Tate module TcðfÞ (deﬁned as the projective
limit of c-primary torsion points) is isomorphic to TcðMðfÞÞ as an Ac½GK -
module.
8.2. Analytic structure of t-motives of Drinfeld modules
Let R be a complete discrete valuation Fq-algebra with a perfect
residue ﬁeld k: Alongside the notion of a good model for t-sheaves,
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there is the following well-known deﬁnition of good reduction for
Drinfeld modules in case the valuation of K is ﬁnite. A model for a
Drinfeld module f (of rank r) is an isomorphic Drinfeld module
with coefﬁcients in R; and f is said to have good reduction over K
if it has a model whose reduction %f modulo the maximal ideal
of R (up to isomorphism of the choice of the model) is a Drinfeld
module of the same rank r; over the residue ﬁeld k of R: The
following theorem explains how, fortunately enough, the two
concepts of good reduction of Drinfeld modules and t-sheaves
coincide, and describes the structure of MðfÞ if f does not have good
reduction:
Theorem 8.1. Let f be a Drinfeld A-module defined over K :
(i) Suppose that the valuation of K is finite with respect to i: Then f has
good reduction over R if and only if its t-motive MðfÞ has a good
model on CR:
(ii) Suppose that the valuation of K is finite with respect to i and that f
does not have potential good reduction (We recall that a property,
related to a field K ; holds potentially, if it holds for some finite
extension K 0 of K). Then there exists
 a finite extension K 0 of K (with valuation ring R0),
 a Drinfeld module f0 over K 0 of rank %r with good reduction (by
i), its t-motive Mðf0Þ has a good model over CR0) and
 a trivial t-sheaf N on CR0 of rank r  %r (we recall that a t-sheaf
is called trivial if it is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the
unit t-sheaf with underlying sheaf the structural sheaf and
endomorphism t satisfying tð1Þ ¼ 1 for the unit section 1) such
that,
if we denote the generic fibre of N by N; and the analytic
t-sheaves (cf. Section 6) on C˜K 0 (resp. C˜R0) associated with
MðfÞ;Mðf0Þ and N (resp. MðfÞ and N) by M˜ðfÞ; M˜ðf0Þ and N˜
(resp. *MðfÞ and *N),
then there exists an exact sequence
0-N˜-M˜ðfÞ-M˜ðf0Þ-0 ð14Þ
of t-sheaves on C˜K 0 ; and *N is the maximal good sub-t-sheaf of
*MðfÞ:
(iii) Suppose that the valuation of K is infinite with respect to i: Then there
exists a finite totally ramified extension K 0 of K (with valuation ring
R0) such that MðfÞ has a good model over CR0 whose reduction is a
trivial t-sheaf on Ck:
Proof. (i) Takahashi’s Galois criterium for good reduction (cf. [Ta]) says
that a Drinfeld module f has a model with good reduction if and only if
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there exists a maximal ideal cacx of A such that the Tate module TcðfÞ is
unramiﬁed and, by our Theorem 1.1, the latter holds if and only if the t-
motive MðfÞ has a good model over CR:
(ii) If f does not have potential reduction, then it has potential Tate
reduction. The statement is then a consequence of Drinfeld’s theorem on
Tate uniformization for Drinfeld modules, as we proved in [Ga3] Theorem
1.2 + Example 7.1.1.
(iii) All Drinfeld modules being uniformizable at inﬁnity, this follows
from [Ga2] Main Theorem. &
8.3. Reduction of t-motives of Drinfeld modules
For a Drinfeld A-module f over K of rank r and its t-motive MðfÞ on CK ;
let M denote the maximal model over CR of MðfÞ; %M its reduction to Ck:
Let %M1 be the maximal t-sheaf contained in %M (cf. (12)).
Theorem 8.2.
(i) Suppose that the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and
that the Drinfeld module f has good reduction over K : Then %M ¼ %M1
is isomorphic to the t-motive associated to the Drinfeld module %f
over k:
(ii) Suppose that the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and that f has
no good reduction over K ; but has potential good reduction. Then
%M1 ¼ 0:
(iii) If either the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and the Drinfeld
module f has no potential good reduction, or the valuation of K with
respect to i is infinite, then %M1 ¼ 0 or %M1 is a potentially trivial t-
sheaf on Ck:
First, we mention the following easy lemma:
Lemma 8.3. Suppose K 0 is a finite extension of K ; with residue field k0: If we
define M0; %M
0
and %M
0
1 as above, then %M1#kk
0+ %M
0
1:
Proof of Theorem 8.2. (i) We can easily reduce ourselves to the case C ¼ A1;
i.e. A ¼ Fq½t: Let xAMðfÞ denote the identity morphism id :Ga;K-Ga;K :
The elements mi :¼ ti1 3 x for i ¼ 1;y; r yield a basis for the A#K-module
MðfÞ (or, equivalently, for the coherent free sheaf MðfÞ on A1K ). If the
Drinfeld module f is given by
f : t/
Xr
i¼0
aitiAEndðGa;K Þ;
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(where arAK and a0 ¼ inðtÞ), then the action of t with respect to this basis
is given by the matrix representation:
t  ðm1;y;mrÞ ¼ ðm1;y;mrÞ 
0 y 0
t  a0
ar
1 0 
a1
ar
& ^
0 1 
ar1
ar
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
: ð15Þ
If f has good reduction, then, upon replacing f by a model
with good reduction, we may assume that aiAR; for all i ¼ 1;y; r
and that arAR: This shows that the OCR -sheaf M generated by
the elements mi is a good model for the t-sheaf MðfÞ (hence iso-
morphic to the maximal model M). Reducing Eq. (15) yields that %M is
isomorphic to Mð %fÞ:
(ii) Suppose that f has good reduction over a ﬁnite extension
K 0 of K : By the lemma, %M1#kk0 injects into %M
0
: On the other
hand, the t-sheaf %M0 is the t-motive of a Drinfeld module %f; by (i), and is
therefore a simple t-sheaf, i.e. contains no nontrivial sub-t-sheaves of
smaller rank (this follows e.g. from the purity of the Drinfeld module (cf.
[An1] Proposition 4.1.1). Hence, if %M1a0; then M is a good model for
MðfÞ; and therefore f must have good reduction over K ; this concludes the
proof of (ii).
(iii) Suppose that the valuation of K with respect to i is ﬁnite
and the Drinfeld module f has no potential good reduction, or
that the valuation of K with respect to i is inﬁnite. Let K 0 be an ex-
tension of K as in Theorem 8.1 (ii), resp. (iii). By Lemma 8.3, %M1#kk0
injects into %M
0
; which, by that theorem, is a trivial t-sheaf on Ck:
This implies, e.g. by the theory of weights of Dieudonne´ modules
and weights explained in [La] Appendix B, that %M1 is either zero or
potentially trivial. &
8.4. L-factors for Drinfeld modules
We assume that the residue ﬁeld k of K is ﬁnite. Let f be a Drinfeld A-
module with good reduction. The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius at x;
deﬁned as
Pf;x :¼ det
Ac
ð1 Zdx  FrobxjTcðfÞÞAAc½Z
for cacx; has coefﬁcients in A and is independent of c: The purity of its
roots and many other interesting results can be found in [Go2] Theorem
3.2.3.
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Using Theorem 8.2, we are now able to give a detailed description of the
local L-factor LxðMðfÞ; ZÞ
1 for every possible type of reduction:
Corollary 8.4.
(i) Suppose that the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and that the
Drinfeld module f has good reduction over K : Then
LxðMðfÞ; ZÞ
1 ¼ Pf;xðZÞ:
(ii) Suppose that the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and that f has
no good reduction over K ; but has potential good reduction. Then
LxðMðfÞ; ZÞ
1 ¼ 1:
(iii) If either the valuation of K with respect to i is finite and the Drinfeld
module f has no potential good reduction, or the valuation of K with
respect to i is infinite, then the local L-factor of f has constant
coefficients:
LxðMðfÞ; ZÞ
1AFq½Z:
Proof. Statements (ii) and (iii) are immediately clear from Theorem 8.2. For
(i), we notice that, by Theorem 8.2(i), Tcð %fÞ ¼ Tcð %MÞ; and that, as Tcð %MÞ ¼
HcðMÞ
n;
LxðMðfÞ; ZÞ
1 ¼ det
Ac
ð1 Zdx  FrobxjTcð %MÞÞ;
and this for all cacx: &
Remark 8.5. This result looks analogous to that in the case of elliptic curves:
Let E be an elliptic curve deﬁned over a number ﬁeld K=Q; and let x be a
nonarchimeadian place of K : At places of bad reduction, the poles of the
local L-factor LxðE;ZÞ are roots of unity:
* If E has additive reduction, then LxðE;ZÞ
1 ¼ 1:
* If E has multiplicative reduction, then LxðE;ZÞ
1 ¼ 17Z:
9. Models for T-modules
In [An1], Anderson developed a theory of higher dimensional t-modules.
We want to indicate here why this generalization seems to be less successful
in this context of reduction of t-modules than it has been elsewhere. Taking
C :¼ A1 and putting E :¼ G#da;K ; a t-module ðE;fEÞ (for short: E) is a ring
homomorphism
fE : A-EndFq ðEÞ:
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Such a t-module is called abelian, with characteristic homomorphism in :
A-K ; if
* the endomorphism fEðtÞ operates with the single eigenvalue i
nðtÞ on the
tangent space LieðEÞ; and
* the K-vector space
MðEÞ :¼ HomFqðE;Ga;K Þ
is a ﬁnitely generated A#K-module, the action of A being induced by
that on E:
For such an abelian t-module E; the A#K-module MðEÞ is actually free
(its rank is called the rank of E), and it is endowed with an injective
semilinear endomorphism given by Frobenius on Ga;K : Thus, MðEÞ can be
viewed as a t-sheaf on A1K ; called the t-motive of E: For every maximal ideal
c of A (or the associated closed point of C) different from the characteristic
ideal ker in; the Tate module TcðEÞ (deﬁned as the projective limit of c-
primary torsion points) is isomorphic to TcðMðEÞÞ as an Ac½GK -module.
Suppose that the valuation of K is ﬁnite with respect to in: The following
notion of good reduction seems natural: a model for an abelian t-module E
(of rank r) is an isomorphic t-module E0 such that fE0 has coefﬁcients in R;
and E is said to have good reduction over K if it has a model whose reduction
%E
0
modulo the maximal ideal of R is an abelian t-module of the same rank r;
over the residue ﬁeld k of R: If E has good reduction over K ; then TcðEÞ is
unramiﬁed; hence we obtain the following result as a corollary of Theorem
1.1: if E has good reduction over K ; then its t-motive MðEÞ has a good
model on A1K :
Contrary to the case of Drinfeld modules, however, it is not at all clear if
and how the converse statement could hold. In fact, it is troublesome to try
to develop a reduction theory in the category of abelian t-modules. Let us
look at the notion of good reduction for an abelian t-module E: except if E
is a Drinfeld modules (cf. above), we cannot test if a model for E has good
reduction just by looking at the reduced t-module %E
0
itself, but we need to
check whether the reduction is really abelian and whether it has the
appropriate rank.
There is also little hope for a fruitful theory of reduction for higher
dimensional abelian t-modules without good reduction. An essential step
would be to ﬁnd a model E over R whose reduction %E is nondegenerate in
the following sense: there exists a sub-t-module %E1 of %E which is abelian. As
a consequence, the Tate module TcðEÞ would contain a non-trivial
unramiﬁed submodule for all closed points cacx of A
1; corresponding to
the Tate module
Tcð %E1Þ+TcðEÞ:
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Let R denote the discrete valuation ring R :¼ Fq½½p; and K its ﬁeld of
fractions. Consider, for some gAK with vðgÞo0; the t-sheaf MðgÞ on A1K
with underlying sheaf OA1K
"OA1K ; with global basis
m ¼ ðm1;m2Þ;
and set t to be given by the matrix representation
tðmÞ ¼ m 
0 t  y
t  y gt
 !
: ð16Þ
In [Ga1] Lemma 5.12, we proved that for MðgÞ the Tate module Tc0ðMðgÞÞ
(with c0acx) does not potentially contain an unramiﬁed submodule.
Actually, MðgÞ is a pure t-motive of rank 2, dimension 2 and weight 1. If
we take ðm1;m2Þ to be the coordinate functions on G
"2
a;K ; then the t-module
EðgÞ is given by
ðtE  yÞ
m1
m2
 !
¼
gt t yg
t 0
 !
m1
m2
 !
:
Thus, we see that there cannot, not even potentially, exist a model E for EðgÞ
which is nondegenerate.
In conclusion, this example rules out the possibility of a decent reduction
theory for abelian t-modules. The arithmetic study of general abelian t-
modules should therefore rely on that of the associated t-sheaf MðEÞ!
An instance of this idea is the following: assume that (the analytic t-sheaf
associated to) a pure t-motive MðEÞ is strongly semistable and that all the
subquotients of a semistable ﬁltration for MðEÞ are pure. By an equivalence
between analytic morphism of pure t-motives and pure t-modules which we
prove in [Ga3] Theorem 1.3, this then yields an analytic description of E
analogous to the Tate uniformization theorem for Drinfeld modules (cf.
[Dr] Section 5).
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